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Abstract
The development of a website for a non-profit organization concerned with domestic
violence is described, including the needs assessment, methodology, implementation,
finalization, and evaluation. Gateway Battered Women’s Services (GBWS), in Aurora,
Colorado, provides shelter, advocacy, and counseling for women and children affected by
domestic violence. Its goal is the elimination of personal and societal violence against all
women and children through education, support services, and promoting social change
within the community. GBWS needed a web presence, a database, and an online
counseling service to distribute information on domestic violence to potential clients and
volunteers and to solicit donations. A questionnaire was used to evaluate the results and to
formulate recommendations. The recommendations were implemented where possible.
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1. Introduction
Gateway Battered Women’s Services (GBWS), a non-profit organization serving the
needs of women and children affected by domestic violence, provides shelter, advocacy,
and counseling. Its population of clients is difficult to reach, mostly due to the dynamics of
domestic violence: fear of retribution, isolation, and secrecy. As a result, getting
information to them about resources and available help is difficult. The security risk for
clients means that GBWS’s physical location must remain protected and safe with secret
unmarked shelter locations.

1.1.

Goals
GBWS’s goal is the empowerment of women and children to rebuild their lives in a

healthy way. In support of this, GBWS offers clinical care and other services. To do this, it
is clearly important to make contact with clients in need. An associated objective is to
improve the general awareness of domestic violence by making available resource and
referral information. The project reported here is directed to supporting these goals of
GBWS.

1.2.

Need for the Project
Within GBWS, it became clear that most victims contacted were directed to the

agency by word of mouth. It was felt that many more women and children could be helped
1

if the services were advertised on the internet. Consequently, GBWS needed a web
presence to distribute information on domestic violence to those that might benefit. To
support this effort, a database and an online counseling service were required. An
additional benefit of a web presence would be an increased effectiveness of finding
potential volunteers and eliciting donations.
A presentation about the idea of a website, made to the Board of Directors, was
received positively. The presentation gave an overview of both the pros and the cons of
having a web presence. The pros included the ability to distribute important
messages―information on safety planning and abuse recognition can save a victim’s
life―without women having to physically seek services, the solicitation and recruiting of
volunteers and donations, and the ability to provide access by other organizations that
might benefit from GBWS experience and services. The cons included the risks to the
security and safety of victims if contacts via the website were not handled properly.

1.3.

Scope
This project report describes the development of a website for GBWS that addresses

the issues mentioned above, including the tasks involved and the milestones that guided the
project. The primary objective of the website is to distribute information about domestic
violence and the services that are available in the community. Secondary objectives are to
build a communication channel between the agency and its volunteers and donors, to help
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develop its services, and to create public awareness about itself. To achieve these things, it
was decided that the website should satisfy the following properties.
•

It should provide vital information regarding domestic violence and be a resource
for women and children suffering from domestic violence―specifically with
respect to services available in the Denver and Aurora areas of Colorado.

•

It should contain a database of advocates, volunteers, and activists.

•

It should be attractive and easy to maintain using Microsoft FrontPage.

1.4.

Issues
The Board was concerned about the effort required to create and maintain a website.

This was addressed, by the author, through a general overview of the hardware and
software requirements for developing and maintaining a website.
Financial constraints were a serious concern. This issue was partly addressed when
Regis University offered to host the website at no cost. The only real cost would be that of
the software needed for development and maintenance. The author volunteered to purchase
the software and to perform the maintenance, leaving only minimal costs for the agency.
The idea of a chat room was considered and was found attractive to the programs and
counseling department. However, it was considered risky in terms of liability to the Board.
As an idea requiring further thought, it was left for future consideration by the agency.

3

The major concern of the Board was security. If a women suffering from domestic
violence accessed our website, would that not put her at risk of the batterer discovering
such accesses? First, the deferral of a chat room reduced the risk somewhat. Second, a page
on the website was planned to address this issue by giving a warning and instructions on
how to stay safe and delete website access history.
A final concern was the lack of technical expertise in the agency, other than the
author, for ongoing development and maintainance of the website in the long term. To
address this concern, the author agreed to develop and maintain the website indefinitely and
to train selected staff in its maintenance.

1.5.

Glossary
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is the coding language used to create

hypertext documents for use on the web. HTML defines the structure of a web page by
the use of tags and attributes.
Microsoft Access, according to the user-defined encyclopedia Wikipedia, is “a
relational database management system from Microsoft, which combines the Jet relational
database engine with a graphical user interface (GUI). This development environment
provides productivity-enhancing features for both advanced developers and beginning
users. It can use data stored in Access/Jet, SQL Server, Oracle, or any ODBC-compliant
database” (Wikipedia).
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Microsoft FrontPage is a site-creation-and-management software tool providing a
WYSIWYG HTML editor and website administration under the Windows operating
system.
WYSIWYG is an acronym for What You See Is What You Get. In Microsoft
FrontPage code is concealed and the developer is able to see how the document will look
like while it is created.
A Web hosting service is a business that provides server space and support services
to individuals, organizations, and businesses.
A Server is a networked computer that provides data, files, information, programs,
web pages, and other services to client or third-party software.
An Active Server Page (ASP) is a dynamically-created web page, having a .ASP
extension, that contains HTML and embedded programming code written in ActiveX
scripting, VBScript, or Jscript. When a browser requests an ASP, the web server generates
a page with HTML code and sends it back to the browser.
FrontPage Server Extensions are server-side scripts (computer code) that extend the
functionality of FrontPage. These extensions support features such as hit counters, data
collection, e-mail processing, and database processing.
A tag is a command that specifies the type of an element of a web page structure.
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An attribute is a named value associated with an element of a web page structure.
Metadata is data that describes data. For example, it may describe the
characteristics and format of data such as who, what, where, when, why, and how the data
was collected.
A hit is a single request from a web browser to a server for a particular page. A count
of hits is often used to describe the number of times a web page has been accessed.

1.6.

Summary
GBWS Board of Directors and management decided that a website for GBWS would

be created which would address the requirements of GBWS management, and which would
include information regarding both the agency and domestic violence and give referrals to
local, national, and international partners. The website would also include a contacts
database where users could request further information, volunteer their services, or become
involved in other ways.

6

2. Review of Literature and Research
The author conducted research both on the internet and in published material,
including textbooks, white papers, reference books, helplines, and manuals. Research was
conducted primarily in the areas of project management and the technical aspects of
creating and managing a website with a database, to enhance the author’s educational and
technical abilities in website development. Information was gathered on the planning,
organization, and technical implementation of the project. For the latter, technical helplines
at both the website server provider and software manufacturers were utilized extensively.

2.1.

Relevant Literature
There is a large amount of information on the web on database design and project

management and organization. Nevertheless, the actual database implementation was
challenging. Finding the right information to address the specific difficulties faced proved
to be time consuming. The most helpful information was provided by helpline customer
representatives of the various software manufacturers, in addition to the GoDaddy.com
web-hosting service helpline.
A necessary reference resource was Microsoft FrontPage Inside Out and Microsoft
Access Inside Out. The authors led the reader through every stage of website and database
development.
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Web-based search engines and web crawlers were also extremely useful. Keyword
strings produced general and specific data that addressed the question and made the
research result much more query specific. The engines most used were Dogpile, Google,
and AltaVista.

2.2.

Life-cycle Models
The waterfall development process is a popular version of the systems development

life cycle model for software engineering (See Figure 1). A traditional linear and sequential
model of software development, it implies that each phase of development can be
completed independently and pass its results on to the following phase The waterfall
development process consists of the following steps.
•

Analysis: the process of designing the system under construction, including
deciding how its parts will function and how they will relate to each other.

•

Requirements definition and specifications: the requirements gathering phase,
including the process of tailoring the project to address the specific needs of the
users. The process of deciding how the system will be implemented, including
addressing questions such as data requirements (what and how will the data be
processed), software construction (the process of building the software to
address the specific needs of the project), and interface construction (what it
will look like).
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•

Design: the process of translating the requirements and specifications of the
project to develop the website.

•

Implementation: transforming the products of the design phase into a form that is
executable – building the website and database.

•

Testing: ensuring that the website works according to the requirements and the
specifications.

•

Training: Ensuring designated staff are trained on project’s maintenance.

•

Operation and maintenance: Continuing with the project’s modifications and
development and ensuring quality maintenance.

9

Concept
Requirements Definition
Design
Implementation
Testing and Integration
Training
Operation and Maintenance

Figure 1 - The Waterfall Model of the Software Life Cycle
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2.3.

Comparison of Domestic Violence Agencies’ Websites
Ideas about the presentation aesthetics of the website and the content management

were developed by reviewing websites on the internet that serve similar populations. This
review was particularly helpful in generating ideas on content management.

2.4.

What is Known
For GBWS, this project was an ambitious step. For those working in the field of

domestic violence, safety is paramount. The major issues that the proposed website
presented were those of security, for both the clients and the staff. Concerns for clients
were many, since accessing a website about domestic violence can be detrimental to their
safety if the batterer discovers the victim’s internet use history.
Some options presented to GBWS included the utilization of secure access to
server administration features, password-protected chat rooms, and Secure SSL chat
rooms. These options did not present a sufficiently secure environment for GBWS. Other
safety issues were also troublesome, including history/cache files tracking, email, and
autocomplete. Autocomplete is a function found in web browsers and other software
utilities by which entered text, such as a web address, is saved in a list to be presented
back to the user for a selection when the utility is next used.
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In addition, although specialized security software could be purchased to address
some of these issues, it was beyond the agency’s budget allocation.

2.5.

Summary
The information needed for the development, methodology, and implementation of

the website was readily available, both in printed form and on the internet. Additionally,
helplines were a surprising source of excellent guidance and information. Interviews with
other website developers provided essential information on the structure and management
of the database.
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3. Methodology

3.1.

Project Statement
The purpose of the project was to design a web presence for GBWS that effectively

promulgates its range of services and that provides a tool for advocacy and outreach. The
website should project a GBWS image and stress the availability of services that can
empower women and children suffering from domestic violence. The website should detail
all of GBWS’s services and provide helpful guidelines and information for those seeking
further information on the dynamics of domestic violence. Finally, it should provide a
contact database where volunteers and others can communicate with GBWS for further
information.

3.2.

Interviews
The development of the project included interviews with Board members,

management, and staff. In addition, informal interviews were conducted with clients of
GBWS. Focus groups were a primary source of information, particularly as it related to the
usability, functionality, and attractiveness of the website. Interviews were also conducted
with other students and web developers concerning the quality and usability of various
available software packages.
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3.3.

Implementation

3.3.1. Research Methods
Research methods used included the study of printed material, reference books,
helplines, and websites, and comparisons with similar established websites. Second,
interviews were conducted with management, staff, and clients in informal meetings,
formal meetings, and focus groups. Finally, a questionnaire to evaluate the project was
distributed and analyzed. A questionnaire was distributed to 35 participants. Eight
questionnaires were returned completed. The questions on the form included both openended and close-ended questions to obtain feedback on the attractiveness on the site,
navigation, information quality and new suggestions.
The interviews were conducted both with clients and staff; the groups were requested
to discuss the same questions posed on the questionnaire. The need for a Spanish language
version of the website was highlighted.
3.3.2. Implementation Plan
Implementation planning was based on the following steps: project analysis,
requirements specification, design phase, implementation phase, testing phase, training
phase, operational phase, and completion.
The time frame allocated for each phase was slightly optimistic, particularly the
implementation, testing and training phases. However, the use of a linear sequential model
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of project development was an appropriate choice. The project costs and deliverables were
estimated correctly, and for GBWS non-technical staff each phase was easily identifiable
and validated before the next phase commenced.

3.4.

Specific Procedures
Implementation proceeded according to the work breakdown structure given in the

following steps.
1. Proposal Presentation
•

Proposal and concept presented to GBWS Board of Directors and
management

2. Requirements Gathering
•

Desired outcome, objectives and scope defined

•

Financial feasibility and budget limitations outlined

•

Software and hardware requirements defined

•

Project methodology formalized

3. Project Design
•

The website’s user interface design blueprints created

•

Forms and database design – defining data requirements
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4. Implementation
•

Website template

•

Website content

•

Presentation for approval

•

Website finalization

•

Website URL choice

•

Website upload to web server

5. Database Implementation on Microsoft Access
•

Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) design

•

Form linkage to database

•

Database testing

•

Database refinement

6. Final Testing Phase
•

Usability and functionality testing

•

Link testing

•

Database testing
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7. Website User Interviews and Questionnaire
•

Questionnaire design

•

Interviews

•

Analysis of results

•

Change implementation

8. Website Presentation to Management
9. Staff Training
•

Access database

•

FrontPage and website maintenance

10. Project Finalization and Evaluation

3.5.

Model Used for Project
The linear and sequential method of the waterfall development model was used.

Following this method, each phase is completed before the next begins.
•

Concept ― The project concept in terms of product, framework, objectives,
functions, and deliverable was documented and presented.

•

Requirements Definition ― Identification, analysis, and definition of project
requirements and feasibility were conducted.
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•

System and Software Design ― Breakdown of project components and the
architectural and detailed design of each part was completed.

•

Implementation ― The incorporation of the database into the website was
completed.

•

Testing and Integration ― Testing of the project components and integration of
the database was performed.

•

Training and Maintenance ― Training on maintenance of the project was
completed.

•

3.6.

Completion and Finalization of the Project

Resource Requirements
Based on the needs and requirements defined by the Board, it was decided to conduct

market research into the expected cost of creating and maintaining the website. The
requirements for the website were well known. The basic framework given as a guide
included the following:
•

Microsoft compatible

•

Low financial investment (less than $500)

•

User friendly, easy to navigate

•

Minimal technical skills requirements

•

Minimal training requirements

18

A quick market survey of the available software and web-hosting services indicated
that the project was financially and technically feasible for GBWS.

3.7.

Deliverables Requirements
GBWS management specifically directed that the website and database function

entirely within the Microsoft suite of software packages. Consequently, the choices of
software and database were narrowed. Requirements were established with respect to
website and database software.
3.7.1. Website Software Requirements
The website software had to have the right specifications to address the technical
requirements of the project, ease of use, a minimal need for technical development skills, a
minimal need for training, and a low financial investment. The most obvious candidate for
the website design, Microsoft FrontPage, was chosen because of its compatibility with
other Microsoft products, its user friendly-templates, and its tools. GBWS’s website was
envisioned as a low-maintenance project within the organization; FrontPage was seen to
address the issue of long-term maintenance through its user-friendly features.
3.7.2. Database Software Requirements
The database software was to satisfy requirements for functionality, compatibility
with the Microsoft environment, ease of use, a minimal need for training, and a low
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financial investment. Microsoft Access was chosen primarily because it satisfied the
functionality requirements.
3.7.3. Resource Requirements
The primary resource need was a reliable web hosting service with highly available
technical support for the chosen Microsoft environment and the ability to scale up the
amount and scope of resources.
3.7.4. Website Appearance
Requirements gathered from the interviews specified that the website should provide:
•

Easy navigation and user friendliness,

•

Easy access to all pages from every page,

•

A simple design to fit in with GBWS’s image projecting empowerment and
hope,

•

A bright solid color scheme so the website can be viewed with ease and
clarity.

3.7.5. Identity Privacy
The question of including in the website the contact numbers and names of GBWS
staff members was much debated. It was finally decided to leave this as an individual
choice. The agency’s physical location was not included, and the postal contact was
restricted to a post office box number.
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3.8.

Financial Costs
The cost of the project, an important consideration for GBWS, was not to exceed

$500.

3.9.

Design
GBWS management wanted a simple and easily navigated website that would lay out

the contents of the website to the viewer in a logical framework. Research was conducted
on domestic violence agencies’ websites and the GBWS staff prepared a list of preferred
websites. One of the websites examined is that of the National Coalition Against Domestic
Violence (See Figure 2), which illustrates some of the features that GBWS’s management
required for their website. Its main features are clarity and simplicity, with all links
prominently displayed on the home page. Another example cited was the Minnesota Center
Against Violence and Abuse (See Figure 3).
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Figure 2. National Coalition Against Domestic
Violence Website

22

Figure 3. Minnesota Center Against Violence
and Abuse Website

3.10. Outcomes
After several prototypes, the website design shown in Figure 4 was chosen as an
attractive and appropriate design.

23

Figure 4. GBWS Home Page

The structure of the website is simple. On the left, a panel allows a user to access any
page. The contents of the pages are divided by department, with a few pages giving helpful
information to women who are in a domestic violence situation.
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4. Implementation

4.1.

Website Contents
GBWS has 25 main pages linked by 13 main subject headings, including:
•

Home page

•

About GBWS ― includes history, mission and goals, organization structure,
GBWS Board, annual reports (PDF), and a contact request form

•

News and events

•

Our services ― details all GBWS services including residential and nonresidential services, shelters, counseling, and court advocacy

•

FAQs page ― on domestic violence and court advocacy information

•

Volunteer voices ― articles detailing volunteers’ experiences with GBWS

•

Client stories ― articles describing clients’ and survivors’ experiences with
domestic violence

•

DV statistics

•

Safety plan

•

Computer safety

•

How you can help

•

Job opportunities

•

Feedback

25

4.2.

Website Structure
Figure 5 illustrates the structure of GBWS’s website. Data is stored in a file on the

server which is subsequently downloaded to a Microsoft Access database on GBWS’s
administration computer.

4.3.

Testing and Review Phase
A questionnaire was distributed to 30 employees of GBWS, of which eight were

completed and returned. The results are shown in Table 1.

Response
Question

Yes No

Percentage

Did the website load easily?

8

0

100% said yes

Was the design appropriate?

7

1

86% said yes

Was it easy to navigate?

8

0

100% said yes

Was the information easy to retrieve?

8

0

100% said yes

Table 1. Questionnaire Results
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Document title - URL

Gateway Shelter Website Structure
Tuesday, September 20, 2005

http://www.Gatewayshelter.org

FTP
FTP:\\Gatewayshelter.org

Gateway Home page

About Gateway News and Events Our Services

FAQ's Volunteer Voices Survivor Stories Client Stories

Residential Services

DV Statistics Safety Plan Computer Safety

Contact us

Job opportunities

Gateway History
Request information
feedback
Volunteer

Non-Residential Services
Mission and Goals
Short-Term Housing
Our Organization

Data on server
Children's Services
Gateway Board

Annual Reports

Contact us

Email to GBWS

Download file to Access

Crisis program

Short-Term Housing

Children's Services

Crisis program

Figure 5. Gateway Shelter Website Structure
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How You Can Help

The questionnaire included both open-ended and close-ended questions. There was a
comments section, which was quite useful in highlighting areas of concern. Broken links
were found and errors were corrected. Although the aesthetic look of the website was a
concern for one respondent, GBWS management chose to accept the design shown in the
diagram. Completed questionnaires are found in Appendix B.
An informal focus group discussion was organized with clients, followed by informal
and formal staff meetings at which respondents indicated that they found the website easy
to navigate and attractive. Concern was raised regarding the accessibility of the website for
those for whom English is not a first language. Since many clients speak Spanish as a first,
and often only, language, it was decided that the website should be mirrored in Spanish at a
future date.

4.4.

Contacts Database
The contacts database was deemed necessary to collect and distribute information to

women and interested parties in a timely and professional manner. The Access database
was chosen because of its suitability to the requirements, and the GoDaddy.com server
fulfills Microsoft FrontPage requirements in its ability to host FrontPage extensions.
Database features include web server software which can be built into either Microsoft
Windows NT, Microsoft Internet Information Server, or Microsoft Personal Web
Services. A FrontPage-based client and its server can reside on the same machine with
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the availability of FrontPage 2000 Server Extensions. The server’s FrontPage 2000
Server Extensions are required to send form data to a text file or email address, to
implement FrontPage-based web security, and to enable remote database authoring. The
extensions are not required to send form data to a database or to create reports using the
Database Results Wizard.
In addition, support for Active Server Pages (ASP) was required. Database features
in FrontPage rely on Active Server Pages (ASPs) to provide up-to-date information every
time a web page is loaded or refreshed. IIS running on the Windows NT server provides
native support for ASP.
On the client, only a browser is required to view pages created with the database
features in FrontPage 2000.
As previously mentioned, one requirement requested by GBWS management was
easy searching and retrieval of the website. The learning curve for the software chosen
should be easy and minimal, and preferably a Microsoft product, to be compatible with
Microsoft Office. Two staff members were trained for two days on Microsoft Access.
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Figure 6. Information Request Form

The input form was designed as illustrated in Figure 6. The information required for
collection by GBWS’s development staff is simple: query type, name, email address,
address, and telephone number. Upon submission, a confirmation page appears, as shown
in Figure 7. Information is collected and displayed as in Figure 8. The server used was
FrontPage-compatible. A file was created to collect data from users and download it onto
30

the Access database. Data can be viewed directly from the server from an Microsoft Access
data file or downloaded onto an Access database for sorting and manipulation by
development staff for follow up.

The table would be displayed as illustrated in the

examples in Figures 8, 9, and 10. For the comments page, all data is collected on a file on
the server and downloaded onto an Access form. The data required is ID, name, email, and
comment.
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Figure 7. Information Request Confirmation
Form
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Figure 8. Data Display
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Figure 9. Data Display on Microsoft Access

Figure 10. Data Table on Microsoft Access
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4.5.

GBWS’s Website Entity Relationship Diagram
An Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is the graphical representation of a

database’s logical structure. Figure 11 illustrates the entities, relationships, and attributes of
GBWS’s database.

GBWS

Edit Date: 9/1/2005 12:00:38 AM

Description: ERD

Target DB: Access

Rev: 0

Creator: Administrator

Filename: GBWS DB

Company: GBWS

Client

Form

Name PK
Request type

Client ID PK
Name (FK)
email
address
phone
comment

Figure 11. GBWS ERD
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4.6.

Traffic Statistics
The website had 65,267 requests from April 2004 until December 2004 and 102,187

from January 2005 to July 2, 2005. The highest number of requests occurred from October
2004 through June, 2005. For a breakdown of statistics, refer to Appendix B.
4.6.1. Monthly Report
The Monthly Report as produced by GoDaddy.com’s analog 5.1 and Report magic
for Analog 2.10 is shown in Figure 12. A page hit can result in several server requests, as
images for each page are loaded. Depending on the period, the first and last months may
not represent a complete month of data, resulting in fewer apparent hits.
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Figure 12. Number of Requests by Month
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A breakdown of the number of requests by month is shown in Table 2.

Month

Number of

Number of page

requests

requests

1.

April 2004

2,282

427

2.

May 2004

3,553

411

3.

June 2004

4,804

2,107

4.

July 2004

3,233

442

5.

August 2004

4,889

620

6.

September 2004

5,963

709

7.

October 2004

14,783

1,028

8.

November 2004

15,297

1,213

9.

December 2004

10,463

988
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10. January 2005

19,220

1,108

11. February 2005

11,143

1,092

12. March 2005

16,591

1,526

13. April 2005

18,495

2,161

14. May 2005

18,512

2,916

15. June 2005

17,704

2,595

16. July 2005

522

112

Table 2. Requests by Month

Most active month: May 2005 with 2,916 pages sent
Monthly average: 1144.4 pages sent with 107.3 Tbytes served and 9850.2 requests handled
Report generated: July 2, 2005 at 05:35
Report time frame: April 4, 2004 at 18:02 to July 1, 2005 at 22:23
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4.6.2. Yearly Report
The Yearly Report shows total activity on a website for each calendar year (Analog
5.1 and Report Magic for Analog 2.10). Each page hit can result in several server requests,
as the images for each page are loaded. Most likely, the first and last years do not represent
a complete year's worth of data, resulting in fewer hits. See Table 3.

Year

Number of requests

Number of page requests

1. 2004

65,267

7,945

2. 2005

102,187

11,510

Table 3. Requests by Year

Most active year: 2005 with 11,510 pages sent
Yearly average: 6,485 pages sent with 607.845 Tbytes served and 55,818 requests handled
Report generated: July 2, 2005 at 05:35
Report time frame: April 4, 2004 at 18:02 to July 1, 2005 at 22:23
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4.6.3. Search Query Report
The Search Query Report as produced by Analog 5.1 and Report Magic for Analog
2.10 shows the queries that site visitors have sent to search engines to find the GBWS site.
This only lists queries for search engines that have been defined and that provide this
information in their referrer data. This report shows the first 30 results by number of
requests. It is sorted by number of requests. See Table 4.

Number of
Search Query
requests

1.

gateway battered women's shelter

65

2.

children witnesses or victims of assault
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3.

battered women's shelter

37

4.

battered women

16

5.

gateway battered women’s shelter

12

6.

gateway battered women's services

10

7.

battered women shelter

9

8.

gateway battered women's shelter aurora

8

9.

gateway battered women shelter

7
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10. gateway women's shelter

6

11. gateway shelter

6

12. court advocacy

6

13. www.gatewayshelter.org

5

14. gateway battered

5

15. gateway battered women

5

16. denver women's shelter

4

17. domestic violence teen

4

18. gatewayshelter.org

4

19. women's shelter denver

4

20. teen anger

4

21. gateway battered women's shelter denver

4

22. lena alhusseini

3

23. gateway battered shelter

3

24. crisis line

3

25. teenage domestic violence

3

26. gateway children's services

3
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27. statistics on battered women
28.

3

used cell phone donation women shelter
denver

3

29. battered women shelter colorado

3

30. aurora municipal court

2

[not listed: 217]

250
Table 4. Search Query Report

Report generated: July 2, 2005 at 05:35
Report time frame: April 4, 2004 at 18:02 to July 1, 2005 at 22:23

4.7.

Summary
The project was developed using the waterfall development process model. The

project requirements were defined and a work breakdown structure was developed that
defined tasks and deliverables.
The website development process went according to plan and GBWS’s management
were exteremely pleased with the reults. GBWS received many more volunteers and
donations as a direct result of its web presence. The website received visitors beyond
anyone’s expectations, and management is commited to budget for the website as a core
and important project within the organisation.
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5. Project History
The project began from a professional and personal observation that often those most
in need find it difficult to access available resources that can help them get out of a bad
situation. Most of the population that the author worked with had direct and easy access to
the intranet. Coupling the author’s education in information technology and her career as a
counselor of children suffering from domestic violence, this project was a highly
educational and enriching experience.
GBWS needed to expand their resources and build a pool of volunteers, referrals, and
donors. In addition, information about GBWS services and referrals would benefit from
added distribution to the target populations. Part of the dynamics of domestic violence is
that the victims are often isolated and lack the power to access help. A website was
considered a perfect first step to getting help. Empowerment by giving information and
education is part of the healing process, and having it readily available is an important tool
for getting help.

5.1.

Milestones
The project’s milestones, as shown in Figure 13, were many. The most important of

which was to get the idea accepted by the GBWS Board. Once that had occurred and the
project definition began to take shape, the next milestone was the actual implementation.
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This was the first time the author had attempted to create a website and the task, although
frustrating at times, was always rewarding.

Figure 13. Project Timeline

5.2.

Changes
The initially estimated costs were minimal―just the cost of purchasing the software.

It was estimated that the total costs for the project were to remain less than $500 and it
seemed we might be able to implement the project with the only expense being the cost of
Microsoft FrontPage. But, as website development proceeded, it became apparent that
Regis University was having difficulties with its server which resulted in frequent server
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downtime. After considering alternatives, it was decided to use the GoDaddy.com web
hosting service because their price was the most competitive and they support both
FrontPage and Access. The initial costs were minimal, $115 for the software and $180 for
an annual subscription with GoDaddy.com. The annual subscription included domain name
registration and domain masking. The total cost for the project came in at $295.

5.3.

Setup and Domain Registration
GBWS chose to register our domain name as www.gatewayshelter.org. GBWS chose

the Deluxe plan at GoDaddy.com for a monthly fee of $9.95, which includes the services
shown in Table 5.
Disk Space

2,000 MB

Monthly data transfer

100 GB

Email Accounts

500

Email forwarding accounts

Unlimited

Databases

10 MySQL
MS Access (Windows)
SQL Server 2000 (Windows)

Server Operating System

Linux or Windows support

Languages Supported

Windows: ASP/PHP
Windows: ASP.NET
Linux: PHP/PERL/JAVA
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Forums

Included

Blogging

Included

Photo Galleries

Included

Free software and scripts

Included

(Chat, Content management etc.)
Traffic fact (site analysis)

Supported

Table 5. GBWS Web Hosting Plan Features

Of many changes to the project, the most important was the proposal to create a chat
room with online real-time counseling for victims. Although the initial proposal seemed
attractive to the counselors, administration decided that the liability issue would be too
great for GBWS at this time. Other changes included content items and sections added, the
image and look of the website, ease of maintenance, and updating and hosting the website.
Simplicity was the key factor in the design and organization of the site. Since a major
constraint was financial, it was necessary to simplify the project design and to use the
available resources as efficiently as possible.
In the two years during which the website was created, it has become an important
tool for GBWS staff and clients and has grown into a dynamic and growing project of the
organization. The number of hits testifies to the need in the community for information,
and the website has proven that it is an excellent tool for information delivery. GBWS has
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decided to increase the budget for maintenance of the website in addition to creating a
mirror site in Spanish.

5.4.

Search Engines
The most difficult issue encountered, since the author was unfamiliar with keyword

research and Meta tags concepts, was getting the website to display in the results of search
engines. After many failed attempts at getting the right keywords, the website was finally
visible on most search engines.
Web-based search engines are an important tool for any website’s exposure. Traffic
Blazer by GoDaddy.com was used to input keywords to be picked up by various search
engines. Traffic Blazer has a user-friendly interface to help the user create Meta tags and
keywords. The GBWS site was submitted to most popular search engines, including
Google, Yahoo, and AltaVista.
Page ranking was another challenge. According to The Spider’s Apprentice
(Spider’s), “Search engine ranking algorithms are closely guarded secrets, for at least two
reasons: search engine companies want to protect their methods from their competitors, and
they also want to make it difficult for web site owners to manipulate their rankings. You
should not copy directly, but rather paraphrase. That said, a specific page's relevance
ranking for a specific query currently depends on three factors:
•

Its relevance to the words and concepts in the query
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•

Its overall link popularity

•

Whether or not it is being penalized for excessive search engine optimization
(SEO).”

Most search engines handle words and simple phrases. So a search would begin for
pages which have a high number of occurrences of the queried subject or word. Therefore,
the more often a word appears in a web page, compared with its frequency in the overall
language, the more likely it will appear in the search results.
When ranking results, there are several factors at play, primarily where the keyword
appears―high on a page, bold, in the title, or in the URL. Other factors include inbound
link text, page title, and description. Some of the key words used for the GBWS site are
shown in Table 6.
URL: http://www.gatewayshelter.org
Web Site Description: Information about Gateway’s services which include shelter,
advocacy, counseling, education and information about domestic violence.
Web Site Title: www.gatewayshelter.org
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Web Site Keywords: Gateway Battered Women’s shelter, Denver, Colorado, women,
advocacy, battered women’s shelter, gateway Colorado, Denver, Shelter, Domestic
Violence, Cycle of violence, children and domestic violence, women and domestic
violence, teen dating violence, power and control, safety plan, advocacy, education about
domestic violence, Group therapy, individual counseling for women, teens and children.
Residential stay, crisis counseling, crisis line. Same sex group and individual therapy.
Teen group therapy, children's group therapy. Spanish and English.

Table 6. Sample of Keywords

GBWS finally made it in the top five when a query was submitted to Google. See
Figure 14.
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Figure 14. GBWS on Google
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6. Conclusions

6.1.

Lessons Learned
One of the most valuable lessons learned is project flow organization. Getting input

from management and choosing the look of the website was a difficult task. Once the
requirements were decided, the rest of the project flowed.
A difficult task for the author was the technical aspects of web design. Creating the
database and linking it to Microsoft Access was time consuming and difficult. Many of the
technical aspects of creating a website were a challenge, and required many hours
researching available web materials, internet searches, and holding while waiting for
customer assistance for the various help lines.
The author learned that clarity of design and goals is essential to project success. The
terms of reference were clear after the initial GBWS Board meeting and that helped to
address each hurdle with a clear and specific goal in mind.
Getting the website to show up on web search engines was a particular challenge.
Getting the right Meta tags seemed easy initially, but proved time consuming.
Technology is under utilized in social work. This project was an important stepping
stone for GBWS. It was the organization’s first experience of what the internet offers to
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their work. It was such a success with the numbers of inquiries and volunteers recruited,
that GBWS will be creating a Spanish language site and expanding the present website.
The idea of creating a web-based real-time forum is still a consideration. As
mentioned previously, the Board felt that the liability issues for GBWS are too high at this
stage. However, the idea is believed to be an excellent forum to reach the target
populations. Security and legal issues need to be well thought out before GBWS commits
to a web-based chat room.
Another issue was the fact that the author was the only staff member with any web
design training. In September 2003, the author relocated to Washington, DC, and joined
another organization. As a result, communication and development of the website had to be
communicated remotely. Although it did not cause significant difficulties, it is a
consideration for the long-term maintenance of the website.

6.2.

Future steps
The GBWS website project was a great success for the agency. Due to the tangible

increase in visibility and advocacy, GBWS Board and management has decided on the
following,
•

Budgeting for the further development of the website: This includes adding more
relevant information and updating the aesthetics. As of April 2005, this was
approved by GBWS’s Board. The website has been undergoing constant
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development and new site was completed in August 2005. This thesis details the
development of the first version. The new appearance is demonstrated in
Figure 15.
•

Expanding the number of web pages available to include more safety plans and
other essential information: This includes adding local and state emergency
contact information.

•

Expanding the section on internet safety to include some technical information
on erasing one’s tracks.

•

Creating a mirror image of the website in Spanish.

•

Creating a web-based newsletter to be sent to those interested in further
information.

•

Once legal issues have been resolved, creating a web-based counseling chat room
for those unable to physically seek shelter and services.

•

Including links to other agencies locally, nationally, and internationally for
further information and assistance.
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Figure 15. GBWS New Website
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Appendix A Website Contents
The contents of the website are partitioned into the following components.
•

Welcome and introduction

•

Links to all pages on the site

•

Overview

•

Mission statement and general and contact information

•

GBWS Board and management structure

•

Community development program information

•

Community outreach, public relations, volunteer program, and resource
development information, with an information request form

•

Upcoming events

•

Volunteer training class schedule and fundraising activities

•

What’s been happening and special thanks

•

Overview of recent events

•

Children’s program

•

Services for children and teens, with an information request form

•

Court Advocacy Program (CAP)

•

Advocacy program for victims of domestic violence at Aurora Municipal Court,
with an information request form

•

Court FAQs

•

Information and guidance on some FAQs about the CAP program

•

Crisis line

•

GBWS services and the crisis line: goals, capabilities, screening, and
accessibility information, with an information request form

•

Non-residential program

•

Counseling and therapy services
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•

Residential programs

•

Shelter services and mission goals

•

Personal accounts of domestic violence by gateway volunteers and survivors

•

Domestic violence statistics

•

Prevalence of domestic violence, domestic violence and teens, health concerns,
domestic violence and children, rape, and stalking

•

FAQs on domestic violence

•

Safety plan

•

What you can do prior to a violent incident

•

Internet safety

•

Job opportunities

•

Feedback

•

Search

The following are a sample of GBWS website content.
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64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75
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Appendix B Questionnaire and Sample Responses
This appendix contains sample completed questionnaires.
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